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Abstract

Introduction: Congenital deformity reported in mirror hand is rare in literature, usually ulna is doubled and faces each other or fol-
lows each other. The etiology suggested is probably failure of differentiation of part of the ray than its pure duplication.

Presentation of Case: We present a case of mirror hand (ulna diamelia) in 1-hour old female born from gravid seven, Para four, abor-
tion two mother at term with birth weight 2.5 kilogram with normal APGAR score.

Discussion: Duplication of ulna is an extremely rare anomaly. The radial sided ulna is almost always hypo plastic and short and the 
hand is deviated to radial side and the limb is shorter than the contra lateral side, according to international federation society of 
surgery of the hand it is classified as duplication. But because the complete substitution of the radial components this anomaly is not 
absolutely classified as pure duplication.

Conclusion: Even if it is rare clinical condition with unknown exact etiology, it needs early diagnosis and intervention especially with 
in the first two years of life to have functional as well as cosmetically acceptable hand, forearm and elbow.
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Introduction 
Ulna diamelia or mirror hand syndrome is rare congenital 

anomaly of the upper limb deformity reported in literature usually 
ulna is doubled and face each other or follow each other, absence 
the radial ray including thumb duplication of the ulna and duplica-
tion of the ulnar halves of the carpal, metacarpal and phalanges 
[1].

About the pathology there are some explanations related with 
the embryology. The embryology of mirror deformity was first de-
scribed by sounders and Gasseling as ectopic explanation of the 

zone of polarizing activity cells or the sonic hedgehog gene which is 
responsible for limb patterning on anterior posterior axis [2].

Hox genes which are responsible for positional information dur-
ing embryogenesis is also considered to play secondary role, the 
etiology suggested is probably failure of differentiation of part of 
the ray rather than its pure duplication [3].

Case Presentation 

We present a case of mirror hand in 1 hr old female neonate 
born from gravid seven, Para four, abortion two mother at term 
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with birth weight of 2.5 kilogram and normal APGAR score The 
neonate born to no consanguineous parent and delivered normally.

Orthopedic physical examination the elbow is on full extension 
position, wrist flexed position about 110 degree, with extra digits 
in the hand facing each other (total of seven digits) ulnarly deviated 
hand. on passive range of motion elbow cannot go beyond 20 to 30 
degree of flexion, wrist can be extended from the flexed position up 
to 80 degree, with normal shoulder range of motion with limitation 
in pronation and supination of the forearm passively. 

For this x ray of the spine and upper extremity on the affected 
side taken and the result show two ulna bones facing each other 
and the inner ulna is longer than the outer ulna, absent all carpal 
bones, absent radius, single humeral bone with two side articula-
tion distally with the two ulna bones, mirror digits with metacarpal 
and phalengeal bones seen.

For this case reconstructive surgery plan in stages ways to do 
the following procedures when a child become somehow matured 
with in the first 2 years of life.

•	 It requires surgical intervention to creation thumb (pollici-
zation), mostly normal preaxial digit is chosen for polliciza-
tion, here intervening supernumerary one or two digits are 
scarified and the excess skin is utilized to creat a thumb web.

•	 The remaining divergent metacarpals may be osteotomized 
to close the palmar cleft. A free tendon graft is used to hold 
the metacarpals together.

Figure 1: Pic of the neonate hand.

Figure 2: x ray of the neonate.
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Discussion
Duplication of ulna is an extremely rare anomaly. The radial 

sided ulna is almost always hypo plastic and short and the hand 
is deviated to radial side and the limb is shorter than the contra 
lateral side, according to international federation society of sur-
gery of the hand it is classified as duplication [4]. But because the 
complete substitution of the radial components this anomaly is not 
absolutely classified as pure duplication.

According to the literature the best age for reconstruction of 
hand is before the second year. As of 2015 approximately 70 cases 
have been recorded in the medical literature [5].

In mirror hand bone deformity may also accompany nervous 
and arterial anomalies in some cases due to the duplication of the 
ulna nerve, presence of abnormal arterial arches, and the duplica-
tion of ulna artery, the shortening of the radial nerve and the ab-
sence of the radial artery [1].

In most medical journal there are two type of ulna diamelia.

•	 Type 1 ulnar diamelia entails one lunate and one trapezoid 
bone as well as one index finger.

•	 Type 2 ulnar diamelia has two lunate and two trapezoid 
bones as well as two index fingers.

Al qatton and al thunayan have proposed classification for mir-
ror hand spectrum the system divides the condition in to five types 
as follow [5]

•	 Type 1: There is ulna diamelia showing two ulnae with ab-
sent radius

•	 Type 2: An intermediate form having two ulnae and a radius

•	 Type 3: Intermediate one with mirror hand polydactyly with 
one radius, one ulna 

•	 Type 4: Syndrome mirror hand with fibula diamelia 

•	 Type 5: Multiple hands on the end of the forearm.

The child with mirror hand or ulna diamelia they have typical 
radiographic features the following are the common presentation.

At Elbow joint formed by articulating humerus with two ulnae 
but not accurate articulation as normal purpose as ulna trochela 
articulation, two ulna arteries may or may not present.

At wrist joint - the patient will have the following x ray feature 
on the x ray

•	 Duplication of ulnar haves of the carpal and metacarpals.

•	 Presence of eight triphalangeal digits.

•	 Absent radius 

•	 Absent thumb

•	 Duplication of ulna.

Conclusion 

Even if it is rare clinical condition with unknown exact etiology, 
it needs early diagnosis and intervention especially with in the first 
two years of life to have functional hand, forearm and elbow.
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